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I. I bow to Govinda, whose nature is Bliss

Supreme, who is the Sadguru, who can be

known only from the import of all Vedanta,

and who is beyond the reach of speech and

mind.

['Viveka' means discrimination, ' Chuda ' is

crest, and * Man i," jewel. Hence the title means
* Crest-jewel of discrimination.' Just as the jewel

on the crest of a diadem is the most conspicuous

ornament on a person's body, so the present

treatise is a masterpiece among works treating of

discrimination between the Real and the unreal.

In this opening stanza salutation is made to

God ( Govinda), or to the Guru, in his absolute

aspect. It may be interesting to note that the

name of Sankara's Guru was Govindapada, and the

Sloka is ingeniously composed so as to admit of

both interpretations.

Sadgiirii— lit. the highly qualified preceptor, and

may refer either to Sankara's own Guru or to God
Himself, who is the Guru of Gurus.

]
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2. Foff all bemgs a huma?!!i birth is di&
cult to obtain, more so is- a ma^ie body,,

rarer thai5 that is Brahmmhood, rarer still is

the attaGhment! to tfee path of ¥edic religion ;

higher than thiis is eruditioft in the Scriptures ;

discrimination between the Self and not-

Self, Realisation, and co-ntia'oing in a state o£

identity with Brahm^n^—these come next ini

order. ( This kind of ) Mukts m not to be

attained except throisgh the weU-earnecS

merits of a hundred crore of births,

3. There are three things whkh are ra?e in^

deed and are d»e to the grace ofGod—namely^

a human birth^ the longjng for Liberation^

and the protecting care of a perfected sage,

4. The man who having by some mear^

obtained a human birth, with a male body
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and mastery of the Vcdas to boot, is

foolish enough not to exert for self-liberation,

verily commits suicide, for he kills himself by

clinging to things unreal.

5. What greater fool is there than the

man who having obtained a rare human body,

and a masculine body too, neglects to

achieve the real end of this life.

[ The real end &c.—v\z. Liberation. ]

^^ 'inmiir *r^^ ^^^-

'

6. Let people quote scriptures and sacri-

fice to the gods, let them perform rituals and

worship the deities, there is no Liberation for

anyone without the realisation of one's identity

with the Atman, no, not even in the lifetime

of a hundred Brahmas put together.

[ Lifetime &c.—i. e., an indefinite length of time.

One day of Brahma ( the Creator ) is equivalent to

432 million years of human computation, which is

supposed to be the duration of the world. ]

*^
^cT TfT „.

^Tfar m^T^t g%t^^ ^z ?m: iivsii
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7. There is no hope of Immortah'ty by
means of riches—such indeed is the declara-

tion of the Vedas. Hence it is clear that works

cannot be the cause of Liberation.

[The reference is to Yajnavalkya's words to his

wife Maitreyi, Brihadaranyaka Il.iv. 2. Cf. the Vedic

dictum, ^ ^T{w T srsrarviT^^r ^»r%% ^^^dr^^rr^ir:—

'Neither by rituals, nor progeny, nor by riches, but

by- renunciation alone some attained immortality. }

8. Therefore the man of learning should

strive his best for Liberation, having re-

nounced his desire for pleasures from external

objects, duly approaching a good and generous

preceptor, and fixing his mind on the truth

inculcated by him.

[ Duly— i. e. according to the prescribed mode.

(Vide Mundaka I. ii. 12). The characteristics of

a qualified Guru are given later on in sloka 33. ]

^rnT^5"c^^TOT^ ^T^75;:S;i[{^g?Tr 115.11

9. Having attained the Yogarudha state,

one should recover oneself, immersed in the

sea of birth and death, by means of devotion

to right discrimination.
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[ Vogdrudha state—Described in Gita VI. 4.

—

'''When one is attached neither to sense-objects

nor to actions, and has given up all desires, then

he is said to be Yogdrudha or to have ascended

the Yoga-path." ]

^^cTT qft^lw^Rm^mn ^^1%^: II? oil

10. Let the wise and erudite man, having

commenced the practice of the reah'sation of

the Atman, give up all works and try to

cut loose the bonds of birth and death.

S^All works—only Sakdma-Karma or works per-

formed with a view to gaining more sense-enjoy-

ment are meant, not selfless work. ] ^^

''
*i(il" Work is for the purification of the

mind, not for the perception of the reality.

The realisation of Truth is brought about by

discrimination and not in the least by ten

millions of acts.

r [The idea is, that works properly done cleanse the

-s mind of its impurities, /when the Truth flashes of

C itself. ] vX
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12. By adequate reasoning the convicti©n

of the reality about the rope is gained, which

puts an end to the great fear and misery

caused by the snake worked up in the deluded

mind.

[ Reality of the rope—i. e. that it is a rope and

not a snake, for which it was mistaken. ]

13. The conviction of the Truth is seen to

proceed from reasoning upon the salutary

counsel of the wise, and not by bathing in

the sacred waters, nor by gifts, nor by

hundreds of Pranayamas,

\_The wise—men of realisation. ]

14. Success depends essentially on a quali-

fied aspirant, and time, place and such other

means are but auxiliaries in this regard.

[The qualifications will be enumerated in

stanzas 1 6 and 17.]

15. Hence the seeker after the Reality of

the Atman should take to reasoning, after
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dtjly approaching the Guru—who should be

the best of the kiKJwers of Brahman, aod an

ocean of inercy„

16. The intelligent and learned man
skilled in arguing in favour of the Scriptures

and refutirjg -counter-arguments against them,

—one who has got the above characteristics is

the fit recipient of the knowledge of the

Atman.

17. The man of discrimination between

the Real and the unreal, whose mind is turned

away from the unreal, who possesses calmness

and the allied virtues, and Is longing for

Liberation, is alone co«sidered qualified to

inquire after Brahman.

^ ^c^^ ^ftcgr ^T^^r% n %3?ri% M?^il

18. Regarding this, sages have spoken of

four means of attainment, which alone being

present, the devotion to Brahman succeeds,

and ia the absence of which, it fails.
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19. First is enumerated the discrimination

i between the Real and the unreal, next comes

*2_ the aversion to the enjoyment of fruits ( of

one's actions ) here and hereafter, ( next is )

J the group of six attributes, viz., calmness and

t^ the rest, and ( last ) is clearly the yearning

for Liberation.

Sim ^^ ^nr%^$^^^qt f%R^^: I

20 A firm conviction of the mind to the

effect that Brahman is real and the universe

unreal, is designated as the discrimination

(Viveka) between the real and the unreal.

21. Vairagya or renunciation is the desire

to give up all transitory enjoyments (ranging)

from those of an ( animate ) body to those of

Brahmahood, ( having already known their

defects ) from observation, instruction and so

forth.

[From those ,Brahmdhoed.'^'^i2,\imi is the


